
Why is data useful?
Open contracting use cases



1 Participants will understand the concept of open contracting

2 Participants will understand how open procurement data 

can be used to carry their relevant procurement reforms 

through use cases

3 Participants will also be introduced to some 

examples of open contracting at workO
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● OCP was spun out of World Bank in 2015

● Silo-busting, not-for-profit to open up & transform public 
contracting

● Working on open data & open government across entire 
chain of public contracting (planning, tender, award and 
implementation) 

● 40+ countries, OECD and non-OECD

Introducing OCP 



Our mission

Transforming public contracting so it 
is open-by-design, fair and efficient.

We build a global community for change and 
support powerful examples of what is possible 

when governments, businesses and citizens work 
together. We measure and share results from 

open contracting, including increased 
competition, better value for money, and 

improved efficiency, integrity and trust in public 
markets. 



US$13,000,000,000,000



So what is open contracting?



What We Mean by Open Contracting

Open contracting principles and practices include:

● Moving from paper-based to digital procurement systems with open data
● Identifying user needs during planning through multi-stakeholder collaboration 

and open information systems 
● Designing inclusive tender processes with clear and accessible language, 

aligned incentives, and that are driven by needs and results
● Engaging stakeholders throughout the procurement process, from planning 

through delivery 
● Track performance and enable feedback loops during delivery 
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Open contracting is the set of principles and processes that support effective 
public service delivery and access to economic opportunity through open data 
and stakeholder engagement.  

Open contracting is about disclosing procurement information and making it 
accessible so that governments can collaborate with residents, businesses, 
and private sector organizations, to address challenges across the entire 
contracting cycle and improve service delivery. 

What We Mean by Open Contracting



We help partners 
think differently
about procurement 
using an open 
government & an 
open data approach 
to drive impactful, 
sustainable 
reforms 



Why is data important?



Structured data & records for every public contract 
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Value of structured, open data



The value of data lies in how it can
be used, when it is analyzed and
used for decision making.



Use cases

A use case is a specific instance of using data to achieve 
an outcome in pursuit of a goal. 

Public 
integrity

Value for 
money

Service 
delivery

Market 
opportunities

Internal 
efficiency

For each use case there are specific data fields needed and indicators that 
can be calculated



Why are use cases important

Identifying key use cases are important to define clear 
measurable goals and what metrics are needed to track them. 1

It can help you prioritize what data you need to collect, publish 
or analyze.  

Identify key users of the data publication and develop strategies 
to increase data use. 

2

3

If you are clear about your goals and data needs it can save you 
time and resources!4



We recommend to define 
use cases at the beginning 
of your Open Contracting 
journey, since it can inform 

your data publication 
strategy and technical 

implementation decisions.  

If you already have data 
available, use cases can 
help you identify what is 
possible with the data, 

increase data use by 
different actors, improve 

how data is used for 
decision making and 

improve your data 
publication further.  



USE 
CASE 

GUIDE

www.open-contracting.org/resources/using-it/

https://www.open-contracting.org/resources/using-it/


https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1j-Y0ktZiOyhZzi-2GSabBCnzx6fF5lv8h1KYwi_Q9GM/edit#gid=612001000

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HeEXYWXQNcQn_6OBS1IluCUR4IyELVXVqMfb1trXoD8/edit#

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1j-Y0ktZiOyhZzi-2GSabBCnzx6fF5lv8h1KYwi_Q9GM/edit#gid=612001000
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HeEXYWXQNcQn_6OBS1IluCUR4IyELVXVqMfb1trXoD8/edit


Value for money use case 

Value for money refers to the effective, efficient and economic use of 
resources in public procurement across the different stages of the process. 
This means value for money might not be achieved considering only the price, 
but also assessing other non-price attributes such as quality of the items 
purchased and the efficiency of the process.  

In public procurement, for instance, value for money can be achieved when a 
contract is implemented competently (in a quality manner and in accordance 
with specifications) in a timely manner (achieving specified milestones by the 
specified dates) for a competitive price (at or below estimate).



Who?

Private sector 
→ analyze trends in prices and supplier 
performance, including terms of quality and 
duration, in order to identify better opportunities

Government  
→ Use data to see if value for money can be 
achieved or improved. -

Civil society
→ Monitor government spending



Questions and indicators
Example questions:

- How many contracts had overruns? Does this happen frequently or for
specific products?

- How many contracts are completed in time?
- At what price are we buying certain products?
- Are there significant price differences for specific products?
- What is the total percentage of savings?



Example: Reducing prices of medicines in 
Chile

https://www.open-contracting.org/2021/01/29/diagnosis-open-how-open-contracting-is-bringing-down-the-cost-of-medicines-in-chile/




Public integrity use case 

In public procurement this use case relates to identifying, preventing and 
combating corruption, fraud, and other types of illicit behaviour.

Proactively calculating red flag indicators and applying risk detection 
methods, using open procurement data, allow to potentially detect 
corruption and fraud before it happens and deter illicit behaviour. 



Who?

Government  
→ Ensure there are no gaps allowing for illicit and 
corrupt practices.

Civil society
→ Monitor government spending



Red flags

Suspicious behaviour 
indicators (irregularities)  
in procurement, that  can 
occur at all points along the 
entire chain of public 
procurement-from 
planning to 
implementation.



Key indicators and data fields

We mapped red 
flags to OCDS

Our guidance includes a list 73 red flags, and OCDS 
mapping for each red flag, the calculation method,
the rationale behind the indicator and references to 
academic and empirical evidence about the 
indicator. 

https://www.open-contracting.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Red-flags-for-integrity-Giving-the-green-light-to-open-data-solutions-shared.pdf
https://www.open-contracting.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Red-flags-for-integrity-Giving-the-green-light-to-open-data-solutions-shared.pdf


Market opportunity use case 

Generating market opportunities in public procurement
means giving suppliers fair and equal access to
procurement opportunities in order to improve
competition, allow for more vendor diversity and enable
innovation. This use case relates to using open
contracting data, from the different stages of the process
to understand and describe the procurement market,
analyze competition, and evaluate supplier
performance.



Who?

Private sector → To understand the potential 
pipeline of procurement opportunities and 
identify the most competitive markets

Government  
→ Understand trends in past purchases, 
evaluate competition 
→ Understand their supplier base in order to 
design and implement strategies to increase 
vendor diversity



Questions and indicators

Example questions:
- How many contracting procedures were open by period? For

which categories and for what amount?
- How many competitive procedures received a single bid?
- What agencies or item categories are more competitive?
- How many bidders participated in the bidding process?
- What is the success rate of the bidders? Are they SMEs?
- Are specific markets concentrated?

Indicators to describe 
the procurement 

market

Indicators to measure 
competition

Indicators to track 
supplier performance



Example: Competition in Colombia

GOAL: In its 2019 action plan, the agency put 
improving competition as a key target, an indicator 
widely accepted by economists as being correlated with 
lower levels of corruption.

OPEN DATA: Colombia publishes all of its 
procurement information in the Open Contracting Data 
Standard.  They publish information about the number 
of bids received. 

https://www.open-contracting.org/2020/07/16/open-for-business-colombias-data-driven-procurement-reforms-increase-competition/


Improving competition in Colombia

The procurement agency developed a program for routinely 
calculating and tracking competition, ranking institutions1

Training programs and incentives for procuring agencies to 
improve their performance

Published guidance for public procurement professionals on 
how to create competitive tenders

2

3

Released monthly reports on their progress to the public4

https://www.colombiacompra.gov.co/sites/cce_public/files/cce_documents/cce_guia_competencia_0.pdf
https://www.colombiacompra.gov.co/colombia-compra/competencia-en-compras-publicas


Example: Competition in Colombia



Efficiency use case

Internal efficiency refers to ensuring that the financial, time, and human 
resource investments in a procurement process ultimately result in high 
quality service delivery and value for money. It helps governments to 
drive best procurement practices and systems while reducing the resources 
needed, such as money or personnels’ time.



Key questions and indicators

Example questions:
- What is the duration of the different stages of the process?
- Are there delays? Short bidding periods?
- How many bid opportunities or contracts were cancelled?
- Are contracts delivered according to schedule?
- Are suppliers paid on time?

Example in practice: Analyzing payment inefficiencies in Paraguay 

https://www.open-contracting.org/2019/02/22/a-case-study-on-how-paraguay-could-save-millions-by-reducing-late-payments-in-public-procurement/


Service delivery use case

Monitoring how public contracting delivers value to citizens in terms of 
quality of goods, works, and services provided. Analyze in detail the 
implementation stage of the contracts, to verify whether the goods, works 
and services procured are being delivered in a timely manner, with good 
quality and at the agreed price. 



Key questions and indicators

Example questions:
- Are contracts delivered according to schedule?
- How much has been paid for specific contracts?
- What is the progress of specific projects?
- Are the contracts being delivered according to the technical specifications?
- Were there any amendments to the contract?



Example: Makueni county  



Example: Makueni county
OCDS portal: Makueni committed to adopting the open contracting model 
to eradicate corruption in the use of public funds by implementing a sustainable 
approach for effective public procurement through open data and public 
disclosure of tenders and public contracts. 

1

Partnerships with open data experts, Development Gateway

Engaging with local civil society groups to support monitoring

2

3

Commitment to disclose information on company ownership to 
identify corruption and exposing beneficial ownership. 4

https://www.google.com/url?q=http://www.open-contracting.org/2021/01/12/makueni-the-small-county-leading-action-on-open-procurement-in-kenya/&sa=D&source=docs&ust=1636654414286000&usg=AOvVaw0ZMHJz6K8GyZDcigDjRQMn
https://hivos.org/news/kenyas-makueni-county-adopts-the-open-contracting-approach/


Nigeria: Citizen Feedback & Project Monitoring

…leading to government working with civil society



Nigeria project monitoring



The examples shared show that data can be used by policy 
makers and stakeholders to inform necessary reforms and 
achieve improved outcomes.

Data is one piece of the puzzle. OCP supports partners to 
design reforms holistically so that data publication and use 
are part of a larger theory of change. 

Conclusion: Data is useful when it's used



Questions?



English OCP Post-

event Survey

www.surveymonkey.com/r/ocp
-post-event

Scan the QR code below to access the 
survey on your device.



www.open-contracting.org
@opencontracting


